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Abstract

such as ISO 1177-3, ANSI X9.62, X9.63, IEEE P1363,
FIPS 186-2.
The security of ECC is based on the difficulty of elliptic
curve discrete logarithm problem. Finding the elliptic curve
of prime order is important for its security. At present, there
are two kinds of methods to solve this problem.

In FIPS 186-2, NIST (National Institute of Standards
and Technology) recommends five elliptic curve parameters
over prime field for building up secure elliptic curve cryptosystem. If the user can randomly produce elliptic curve
parameters over prime field, the cryptosystem will be more
secure. One of the important steps is to count the number
of rational points on an elliptic curve over prime field and
find the curve of prime order. Because SEA algorithm is
an effective algorithm for counting points on elliptic curve
over prime field, we can build up secure elliptic curve cryptosystem by using it to search for curve of prime order. The
study uses MIRACL as embedded function library, C++
Builder to design the graphic user’s interface, and the computer with Pentium 2.80G CPU, 2G memory, and Windows
server 2003 platforms for experiment. On average, it takes
individually 610, 1386, 2093, 24514, and 100203 seconds
to search out elliptic curve of prime order for cryptosystem;
it takes 32, 69, 108, 751, and 3413 seconds individually to count the number of points on elliptic curve on the
basis of 192, 224, 256, 384, and 521 bits of underlying field.

1. Complex multiplication: Determine the order of elliptic curve to find suitable curve of this order, and then
confirm the point of big prime order on this curve.
Although the complex multiplication is simpler and
its speed of implementation is quicker, some potential
danger exists in it [9].
2. Random selection: Choose randomly an elliptic curve
parameter and count the rational number of points on
this curve until the order is prime number [9]. This
method can be categorized into l-adic method and
p-adic method. And l-adic method (SEA algorithm)
is efficient when characteristic is a big prime number
[9]. The following are two algorithms.
[Schoof’s algorithm]: Proposed in 1985, R. Schoof
gave a polynomial-time algorithm [4], which uses
Forbenius endomorphism and division polynomial.
The time complexity is O(log 8 q). But the degree of
division polynomial is too huge; therefore, it requires
a lot of space for storing.
[SEA algorithm]: In order to improve the efficiency
of Schoof’s algorithm, Elkies and Atkin proposed
a modified method, called SEA algorithm (SchoofElkies-Atkin algorithm). The time complexity in SEA
algorithm is O(log 6 q). Afterwards, Morain gave the
method of using isogeny cycle, and some people,
Couveignes, Lercier [9] etc., optimized it to advance
its efficiency, which enables SEA algorithm to be
more valuable to build up the secure elliptic curve
cryptosystem.
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1. Introduction
In 1985, Neil Koblitz [5] and Victor Miller [6] proposed
the elliptic curve cryptosystem (ECC). It can apply to encryption, digital signature, key exchange, and integer factorization. Because the length of key is smaller than other public key cryptosystem on the same secure condition, it has advantages of quick calculation and small storing space. Now
ECC had been formulated in many international standards,
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2. Literature review

Table 1. Threshold of MOV conditions [1]
m
128-142
143-165
166-186
187-206
207-226
227-244
245-262
263-280

2.1. Elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP)
Let E be an elliptic curve over finite field Fq , and n is
the order of E. Let two points P, Q ∈ E, and Q ∈ hP i.
The elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP) on
E is to find an integer x s.t. Q = [x]P [3, 5]. The security
of the elliptic curve cryptosystem is based on the difficulty
level of ECDLP. In order to assure the security of the cryptosystem, the chosen curve must avoid the known attacks
for elliptic curve, such as baby-step giant-step, Pollard ρ
method, Pollard λ method, Pohlig-Hellman method, MOV
attack, etc.
2.1.1

m
281-297
298-313
314-330
331-346
347-361
362-376
377-391
392-406

B
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

m
407-420
421-434
435-448
449-462
463-475
476-488
489-501
502-512

B
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

2.2. Schoof ’s algorithm
2.2.1

Hasse’s theorem

The number of the rational points on elliptic curve E :
y 2 = x3 + ax + b over Fq is #E(Fq ) = q + 1 − t, where
√
|t| ≤ 2 q.

Shanks’s method (baby-step giant-step, BSGS)

Proposed
√ by Shanks in 1971, the method is to search
m = d n ea
√ + b s.t. Q = [m]P , with P,√Q ∈ G and
0 ≤ a, b < d n e − 1. The equation Q =√[d n ea + b]P
can be transposed to Q − [b]P√= [a]([d n e]P ). Then
Rb = Q − [b]P (0 ≤ b < d n e − 1) is called babystep, and
√ the computed values are stored in the table. Sa =
[a]([d n e]P ) is called the giant-step, on which every computed value must be contraseted to see if there is the same
value in the table of baby-step. If there is the same value, it
means m can be computed by suitable a, b [3, 7].
2.1.2

B
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

2.2.2

Torsion point

Let K is a finite field Fq , and E(K) is a torsion group,
which means that every point on elliptic curve E has finite
order. E(m) is the set of m-torsion points of E defined by
E(m) = {P ∈ E(K)|[m]P = O} [3].
[Theorem] Let P be a point on E(K)\O, and m ≥ 1. Then
P ∈ E[m] ⇔ ψm (P ) = 0 [3].
And the division polynomial is the polynomial with the
roots which is the x-coordinate of every point in E(m) except for the point at infinite O [3].

MOV attack
2.2.3

In 1993, Menezes, Okamoto, and Vanstone provided the
MOV attack that transforms the discrete logarithm problem
on elliptic curve E(Fq ) into the discrete logarithm problem
on general Fqn . But the method is the effective attack
only when B isn’t very big. To test whether the randomly
chosen elliptic curve can defend the MOV attack or not is
to test whether B is smaller than some value [10]. Table
1 gives this value which is called the threshold of MOV
conditions, and m is the bit length of q.

Division polynomial

Let E : y 2 = x3 + ax + b be an elliptic curve over Fq ,
and the m-th division polynomial ψm ∈ Fq [x, y] is defined
by the following recursion [3]:
ψ0 = 0
ψ1 = 1
ψ2 = 2y
ψ3 = 3x4 + 6ax2 + 12bx − a2
ψ4 = 4y(x6 + 5ax4 + 20bx3 − 5a2 x2 − 4abx − 8b2 − a3 )
3
3
ψ2m+1 = ψm+2 ψm
− ψm−1 ψm+1
,m≥2
−1
2
2
ψ2m = (2y) (ψm )(ψm+2 ψm−1 − ψm−2 ψm+1
), m ≥ 2.

Algorithm: MOV attack [1]
Input: A MOV threshold B; a prime-power q; a prime r
Output: “True”: if the MOVcondition is satisfied an elliptic curve over GF (q) with a base point of order r.
”False”: otherwise
Step: 1. Set t ← 1

2.2.4

Forbenius endomorphism

Let ϕ be the Frobenius endomorphism on the curve E :
y 2 = x3 + ax + b over algebraic closure field Fq of Fq .
Then ϕ is defined by the mapping ϕ : (x, y) → (xq , y q ),
with x, y ∈ Fq , and the points (x, y) and (xq , y q ) are on E.
And it is satisfied the equation Fl : ϕ2 − tϕ + q = 0 [7]. By
Hasse’s theorem, #E(Fq ) = q + 1 − t is the number of the
points on elliptic curve E(Fq ), and in #E(Fq ) = q + 1 − t,

2. For i from 1 to B do:
• Set t ← tq mod r
• If t = 1, then output “False” and stop
3. Return “True”
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2. Reduced modular polynomial Φcl (x, y) ∈ Z[x, y] : the
l−1
degree of Φcl (x, y) is l + 1 in x, and gcd(l−1,12)
in y.
The coefficients of reduced modular polynomials are
much smaller than those of classical modular polynomial, and about half of the coefficients are zero; further, its properties are similar to the classical modular
polynomial [9]. Therefore, the reduced modular polynomial is used in SEA algorithm to classify the prime
l as an Elkies prime or an Atkin prime.

an integer t is called the trace of Frobenius endomorphism
ϕ.
2.2.5

The idea on Schoof’s algorithm

The main idea on Schoof’s algorithm is to
collect
a set S = {2, 3, · · · , L} of primes s.t.
Q
√
l
> 4 q, and to calculate t mod l for every
l∈S
prime l in S. Followed by Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT), t can be calculated, and Hasse’s Theorem,
#E(Fq ) = q + 1 − t is the order of the elliptic curve [3].
Algorithm: Schoof’s algorithm [3]
Input: An elliptic curve E over finite field Fq
Output: The order of E(Fq )
Step: 1. M ← 2, l ← 3, S ← {((t mod 2), 2)}
√
2. While M < 4 q do:

[The number of non-zero coefficients in modular polynomial]: Let l be a prime number, and s is the least natural
number so that v = s·(l−1)
can be an integer. Then the num12
ber of non-zero coefficients in Φcl (x, y) is (l+1)(v+1)
+2 [9],
2
with the coefficient of xl+1 as 1.
[The coefficient characteristic of modular polynomial]:
Let l1 and l2 be the two close prime numbers, and its degree of difficulty (s) is s1 and s2 . Then the maximum coefficient of modular polynomial is close to the direct proportion to s. It takes more time to calculate when s1 > s2 and
the coefficients of Φcl1 (x, y) are usually bigger than those of
Φcl2 (x, y). Hence, s is the degree of difficulty of modular
polynomial in calculating. And the prime numbers l with the
degree of difficulty s = 6 and s = 3 are abandoned when l
is bigger [9].

• For τ = 0, · · · , l−1
2 do:
Check exact one τ can pass the test
ϕ2 (P ) + [q]P = ±[τ ]ϕ(P ), for P ∈ E[l]
• S ← S ∪ {(τ, l)} or S ← S ∪ {(−τ, l)}
• M ←M ×l
• l ← nextprime(l)
3. Calculate t by using CRT after collecting
enough t in set S

Algorithm: SEA algorithm [3, 4]
Input: An elliptic curve E over finite field Fq
Output: The order of E(Fq )
Step: 1. M ← 1, l ← 2, A ← {}, and E ← {}
√
2. While M < 4 q do:

4. Return #E(Fq ) ← q + 1 − t

2.3. SEA algorithm (Schoof-Elkies-Atkin algorithm)
2.3.1

• Decide whether l is an Elkies prime or an
Atkin prime by using modular polynomial
Φcl (x, y)
• If l is an Elkies prime then do:
– Calculate the isogenous elliptic curve
and the kernel of isogeny
– Get the factor hl of the degree d =
(l − 1)/2 of the l-th division polynomial fl
– Find an eigenvalue λ (mod l) of ϕ
– t ← λ + q/λ (mod l) // t is only one
– E ← E ∪ {(t, l)}
• Else do: // l is an Atkin prime
– Determine a set T of candidate value
t s.t. t (mod l) ∈ T
– A ← A ∪ {(T, l)}
• M ←M ×l
• l ← nextprime(l)

Elkies prime and Atkin prime

The characteristic polynomial of Frobenius map ϕ is
Fl (x) = x2 − tx + q. The prime l is called an Elkies prime
if there is the root in Fl ; otherwise l is called an Atkin prime
[3].
[Corollary] The prime l is called an Elkies prime if and only
if the modular polynomial Φl (x, j(E)) (mod q) has the root
in Fq , i.e. deg(gcd(xq − x, Φl (x, j(E)))) > 0 [3].
Therefore, the modular polynomial of prime number l
can determine that l is an Elkies prime or an Atkin prime.
As a result, the modular polynomial is the core part in SEA
algorithm.
2.3.2

Modular polynomial

The modular polynomial is the polynomial of integer coefficients in two variables, including two categories:
1. Classical modular polynomial Φl (x, y) ∈ Z[x, y] : the
degree of Φl (x, y) is l + 1 in x and y, and the coefficients become very large as l increases. Because it is
inefficient in calculating and storing, classical modular
polynomial is not adopted in SEA algorithm [9].

3. Calculate t by using CRT and BSGS, after collecting enough the set A and E
4. Return #E(Fq ) ← q + 1 − t
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2.4. Optimization of SEA algorithm
2.4.1

much time. Therefore, in order to reduce the computational
cost, the affine coordinate can be transformed into projective coordinate.
The source code sea.cpp of MIRACL [2] converts affine
coordinate into projective coordinate so that the cost can be
reduced and the efficiency can be increased. Table 3(a) is
the computation of point addition in projective coordinate
by IEEE P1363 standard [1]. Let z1 = 1 s.t. U0 = x0 and
S0 = y0 . This can decrease the cost of 3M+1S to 8M+3S
in this algorithm.
Table 3(b) is the computation of point multiplication in
projective coordinate by IEEE P1363 standard [1]. Set the
elliptic curve parameter a = −3 so that the step M =
3x21 + az14 becomes M = 3(x1 + z12 )(x1 − z12 ), which
can decrease 2S cost, and reduce the total cost to 4M+4S in
this algorithm. Finally, Table 4 contrasts the cost of point
addition and multiplication among different coordinates.

Choice of the underlying field q

There are addition, subtraction, multiplication, division,
and inverse operation in the elliptic curve cryptosystem. Division and inversion operation take the most time among
them. If the underlying field q is the special form, for example,
(1) q = 2k ± α, α is a small integer.
(2) q = 2k ± 2s ± 1.
(3) q = 2k ± 2s ± 2t ± 2u − 1.
few times of addition and subtraction will be required to
calculate B = A mod q with 0 ≤ A < q 2 without using the
division of big integer [8]. This way, the security in cryptosystem won’t be affected. The special form q is called the
generalized Mersenne number.
2.4.2

The early termination strategy

Table 2. Formula and cost (affine) [3]
(a) point addition: (x0 , y0 ) + (x1 , y1 ) = (x2 , y2 )
Formula
Cost
0
λ = xy11 −x
1M+1I
−y0
x2 = λ2 − x0 − x1
1S
y2 = λ(x0 − x2 ) − y0
1M
Total cost
2M+1S+1I

To randomly search the elliptic curve of prime order, it
requires to choose the random parameters a and b, calculate
the number of points on the elliptic curve, and determine
whether the order is prime number. If the order is not prime,
the curve needs to be chosen again. The steps above should
be repeated until the order of curve is prime number. Before
counting points, if the order #E(Fq ) = q + 1 − t can be
judged that it is not a prime, which means that an integer l
exists and q + 1 − t is divisible by l, then the order of this
curve doesn’t have to be calculated. Hence, the calculation
will be terminated early, and the next curve will be selected.
If there is a root α in the equation x3 + ax + b ≡
0 (mod q), the order of the rational point (α, 0) on E(Fq )
will be two. In other words, the order of this elliptic curve
is an even number. To solve the equation x3 + ax + b ≡
0 (mod q) is, in fact, to compute gcd(xq − x, x3 + ax + b).
And gcd(xq − x, x3 + ax + b) 6= 1 means that the equation
x3 + ax + b ≡ 0 (mod q) has the root, and the order of this
curve is an even numbers. About half of the orders of the
randomly-chosen elliptic curves are even number.
2.4.3

(b) point multiplication: 2(x1 , y1 ) = (x2 , y2 )
Formula
Cost
3x2 +a

λ = 2y1 1
x2 = λ2 − 2x1
y2 = λ(x1 − x2 ) − y1
Total cost

1M+1S+1I
1S
1M
2M+2S+1I

3. System implementation
3.1. Brief introduction of MIRACL
Developed by the Shamus Software Ltd, MIRACL (Multiprecision Integer and Rational Arithmetic C/C++ Library)
[2] is a multiprecision big number function library. The latest version is 5.3.2. MIRACL provides the source code of
complex multiplication, Schoof’s algorithm, and SEA algorithm for solving the point counting problem of elliptic
curve over prime field. This study adopts the source code of
SEA algorithm in MIRACL to implement system.

Counting optimization of point addition and
point multiplication

The point (x, y) on the elliptic curve is called the Affine
coordinate. Table 2 is the formula and computational cost
of point addition and multiplication of elliptic curve E :
y 2 = x3 + ax + b over prime field in affine coordinate. The
computational cost is neglected in addition and subtraction
because it is smaller [3]; only the multiplication, squaring,
and inversion operation, are considered and marked with M,
S, and I respectively.
According to Table 2, the field inversion is used in point
addition and multiplication over prime field, which takes

3.2. System design and implementation
Because MIRACL[2] provides the source code and execution to implement SEA algorithm. In this study, MIR-
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Table 3. Formula and cost (projective) [1, 3]
(a) point addition: (x0 , y0 , z0 ) + (x1 , y1 , z1 ) = (x2 , y2 , z2 )
Formula
Cost
z1 = 1
U0 = x0 z12
1M+1S
S0 = y0 z13
2M
U1 = x1 z02
1M+1S
1M+1S
S1 = y1 z03
2M
2M
W = U0 − U1
R = S0 − S1
T = U0 + U1
M = S0 + S1
z2 = z0 z1 W
2M
1M
x2 = R 2 − T W 2
1M+2S
1M+2S
V = T W 2 − 2x2
2y2 = V R − M W 3
3M
3M
Total cost
12M+4S
8M+3S
(b) point multiplication: 2(x1 , y1 , z1 ) = (x2 , y2 , z2 )
Formula
Cost
a = −3
M = 3x21 + az14
1M+3S
1M+1S
z2 = 2y1 z1
1M
1M
S = 4x1 y12
1M+1S
1M+1S
x2 = M 2 − 2S
1S
1S
T = 8y14
1S
1S
y2 = M (S − x2 ) − T
1M
1M
Total cost
4M+6S
4M+4S

quires more modular polynomials to count points. Hence
collecting enough modular polynomials is a very important work before implementing SEA algorithm. It is observed that the largest coefficient of modular polynomial is
closely directly proportional to the degree of difficulty s [9].
When the coefficient is bigger, the computational cost will
increase, and the efficiency of computation will be affected.
Hence the prime numbers of low-degreed difficulty s should
be considered when the modular polynomials are selected.
The prime numbers l before 190 are all selected, because the
coefficients of l-th modular polynomial are small. When
s = 6, the prime numbers between 190 and 350 are abandoned; when s = 3, the prime numbers between 350 and
490 are abandoned; when s = 2, the prime numbers between 490 and 673 are abandoned. Finally, the study collects 79 modular polynomials whose prime numbers are: 3,
5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 29, 31, 37, 41, 43, 47, 53, 59, 61,
67, 71, 73, 79, 83, 89, 97, 101, 103, 107, 109, 113, 127,
131, 137, 139, 149, 151, 157, 163, 167, 173, 179, 181, 193,
197, 199, 211, 223, 229, 233, 241, 257, 269, 271, 277, 281,
283, 293, 307, 313, 317, 331, 337, 349, 367, 373, 379, 397,
409, 421, 433, 439, 457, 463, 487, 541, 577, 601, 613, 661,
and 673.
Table 5 is the underlying field used in this system implementation, all of which are the form of generalized
Mersenne number. Among them, the No. p192-4, p2241, p256-5, p384-1, and p521-1 are the underlying fields of
five elliptic curves over prime field which are recommended
by NIST in FIPS 186-2.
Since most numbers of the points are not primes, these
curves can’t be used in secure cryptosystem. So the early
determination strategy is adopted. That is to say, if the numbers of the points can be clearly judged that they are not
primes, the system won’t count the points. And the fixed
parameter a together with the increasing parameter b will
do the next point-counting until the system searches out the
curve of prime order.

ACL is used as big number library, and C++ Builder to design the graphic user’s interface. Figure 1 is the procedure
of system implementation. First, according to the coefficient characteristic of modular polynomial, the prime number is chosen based on its degree of difficulty to execute
mueller.exe. Second, the generalized Mersenne number is
used as the underlying field q and process.exe is executed
to process the modular polynomial produced from the first
step. Finally, the usable modular polynomial is provided to
count the number of points on elliptic curve in sea.exe. Together with the prime test, the proper elliptic curve can be
produced randomly, offering the cryptosystem to apply to.
When the bit length of underlying field is bigger, it re-

Figure 2 is the interface of the implementation of SEA
algorithm on Windows platforms. The system has two main
functions, one is “Counting points on elliptic curve” (Figure 2(a) is the screenshot). The other is “Increasing B to
search for secure elliptic curve” by using the early termination strategy (Figure 2(b) is the screenshot), and this function plays a very important role in the system. User can
choose the underlying field based on their own need before
counting.

Table 4. Contrast computational cost [3]
Coordinate
Point addition
Point multiplication
Affine
2M+1S+1I
2M+2S+1I
projective
12M+4S
4M+6S
MIRACL
as z1 = 1,
as a = −3,
reduced to 8M+3S
reduced to 4S+4S

The modular polynomials over sixteen underlying fields
in Table 5 have been processed, and users can execute the
program immediately. If users don’t decide the underlying
field, the default of the system will be q = 2192 − 264 − 1
of No. p192-4.
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Figure 1. The procedure of system implementation

Figure 2. The Windows interface of implementation of SEA algorithm

3.3. Implementation data
In Figure 2(b), only one curve of prime order can be
searched in every execution in this system. In order to collect a large number of experimental data, the system of Figure 2(b) is modified to Figure 2(c). Users can set the number
of elliptic curve of prime order they want to search in this
system. And after the searching, the system will record every operational outcome for the users in the cryptosystem
automatically.
The hardware and software in this experiment are the
computer with Pentium 2.80G CPU, 2G memory, and
Windows server 2003 platforms. Eleven underlying fields
are selected in Table 5 for testing the system efficiency.
The data was analyzed in the individual underlying field
shown as Table 6, and then was analyzed on the basis of the
underlying field and Table 7 is the result.

Because of adopting the early termination strategy, the
system doesn’t count the number of points for every curve.
Therefore, execution time TA includes the time spent in
counting the points on the early termination curve. That is,
T1 isn’t representative of the exact time of counting points
on the curve. The time are measured again to count points
on every prime order curve that had be searched out in order
to get the exact counting time, and the average time is Tp .
Figure 3 (a) is a broken-line graph of T1 and Tp , and 3(b)
is of T1 , Tp and TS . Finally, Figure 3 (c) is the broken-line
graph of the average of searched number N1 .
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Table 5. The underlying field q
No.
Underlying field
p160-1 2160 − 47
p160-2 2160 + 7
p192-1 2192 − 237
p192-2 2192 + 133
p192-3 2192 − 216 − 1
p192-4 2192 − 264 − 1
p192-5 2192 + 2120 − 1
p192-6 2192 + 2184 − 1
p224-1 2224 − 296 + 1
p265-1 2256 − 189
p256-2 2256 + 297
p265-3 2256 + 296 − 1
p256-4 2256 − 2168 + 1
p265-5 2256 − 2224 + 2192 + 296 − 1
p384-1 2384 − 2128 − 296 + 232 − 1
p521-1 2521 − 1

Table 7. The data analyzed on the basis of q
NS
NA NT
N1 P
TA
TS
T1
Tp
Bits num. num. num. num. %
hr
sec. sec. sec.
160 200 50485 2942 252 5.8 13.7
246
17
14
192 300 79883 4802 266 6.0 50.9
610
38
32
224
57 16190 1033 284 6.4 21.9
1386
76
69
256
97 24894 1545 257 6.2 56.4
2093 131 108
384
23 13783 658 599 4.8 156.6 24514 857 751
521
14 6066 362 433 6.0 389.7 100203 3875 3413

3.4. Parameter of elliptic curve
Finally, the study provides two elliptic curve parameters
that were produced by system of implementation SEA
algorithm.
bits = 256
q = FFFFFFFF00000001000000000000000000000000FFFFF
FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF
a = −3
b = 313968CBB59979895C5FF778388649A56E0D354B0EC
10927FC964F
order = FFFFFFFF0000000100000000000000003976255075
21E6BFF994CA2F6E4D5B0B
x = 7B96E1ABEB3CE68752EB96F896A6F36065C8A17755
BB2DFA7F61E3397F0F4350
y = 91009FB89F90C63D2C7EB8D914EAFE0864715EDF5C
F199E35F03F88452131AB2

Table 6. The data analyzed in the individual q
No.
p160-1
p160-2
p192-2
p192-4
p192-5
p224-1
p256-2
p256-4
p265-5
p384-1
p521-1

NS
100
100
100
100
100
57
33
30
34
23
14

NA
21345
29140
26132
31378
22373
16190
12266
6773
5855
13783
6066

NT
1296
1646
1489
1632
1681
1033
765
393
387
658
362

N1
213
291
261
314
224
284
372
226
172
599
433

P TA
TS
T1
Tp
6.1
6
226
17
15
5.7
7
265
16
14
5.7 15
539
36
30
5.2 18
653
40
34
7.5 18
639
38
32
6.4 22
1386
77
69
6.2 27
2975 128 108
5.8 15
1767 135 121
6.6 14
1525 134
98
4.8 157 24514 857 751
6.0 390 100203 3875 3413

bits = 521
q = 1FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF
FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF
FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF
FFFFFFF
a = −3
b = 49A0D9103E590616E8BA10EAE095BFD995EC608B41
D7A1272643F660EC5D999ECAD66D52E6F9CE54607
order = 1FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF
FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF00B1860FB16FC
B5BCF4EA20AD69A41BCB45E7A0C424AE9E039E5
D6181DBF8D843
x = F2A157F0D0B5FC2165F7D13920ECA3006B6FA69B36
EB1B6723E7E7DAB446ACF673E919F5EFD945E5B19
2C2F7E14A4A95E55C53EEA8838E56680FD1CE935B
B15FD1
y = 31B45055B9DE0928E03533E6FED15D587934D06FD2
9CEE699535C9A96A5DAC1BC9BCFA5FEF4659DCB
27F6F001220D883DC02D6BD2F82E0D2CF30501FA9
7F420588

Symbol description:
NS : searching out the number of secure elliptic curve
NA : searching out the number of all the elliptic curve
NT : the number of the curve which is indeed counted
= NA − the number of curve which is terminated
early
N1 : the average number of searched curve (when a curve
of prime order is searched) = NA /NS
P : the proportion of the curve which is indeed counted
the number of points = (NT /NA ) × 100%
TA : total execution time
TS : the average time of searching out the curve of prime
order = TA /NS
T1 : the average time of counting points on a curve
= TA /NT
Tp : the average time of counting points on a curve of
prime order

4. Conclusion
Elliptic curve cryptosystem has been a mature development. Although NIST recommends five elliptic curve parameters over prime field in FIPS 186-2, the cryptosystem
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Figure 3. The broken-line graph

will be more secure if users can randomly produce the elliptic curve parameters over prime field. For this reason, to
implement SEA algorithm for searching the elliptic curve
of prime order is very important to build up secure elliptic
curve cryptosystem.
Conversion from affine coordinate into projective coordinate or Jacobian coordinate can optimize the implementation. And setting the parameter a = −3 can decrease the
computational cost on point addition and multiplication. In
addition, when the system can determine that the number of
points is not a prime, it doesn’t count points, and skips from
this into another by adopting the early termination strategy.
Finally, the system can use generalized Mersenne number
as the underlying field for promoting the calculational efficiency.
In this study, the system is designed to implement SEA
algorithm on Windows platforms. The hardware of experimental computer is Pentium 2.80G CPU with 2G memory.
On average, it takes respectively 610, 1386, 2093, 24514,
and 100203 seconds to search out elliptic curve over prime
field in 192, 224, 256, 384, and 521 bits of underlying field
and take 32, 69, 108, 751, and 3413 seconds to count points
on elliptic curve.
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